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The "Knee-Joints" of Species of Mougeotia, 
During the spring of 1907 I was fortunate in obtaining some 

good conjugating material of Mougeotia scalaris (Mesocarpus scalaris) 
specimens of which were sent to a professor in one of the western 
universities. The plants were said to be the most typical he had 
met with, and he called my attention to the fact that he seldom if 
ever had found this plant in any other condition except that of 
the formation of the " knee-joints." From the context of his 
remarks I was led to believe that he considered this formation of 
the often observed "knee-joints" of this plant as a stage preparatory 
to, if not an actual stage of the process of conjugation. As I had 
not devoted much time to the subject before my attention was called 
to this phenomcnon, and being well acquainted with all the stages 
of conjugation of Mougeotia scalaris (Mesocarpus scalaris) and 
Mougeotia mirabilis (Pleurocarbus mirabilis) I became very much 
interested in the problem and sought the very next occasion to try 
to gain some information of the phenomenon of the formation of 
the " knee-joints." I had often seen these angular contact forma- 
tions in vegetative filaments of these plants, and my very first 
suspicion as to the nature of them and their meaning was that 
whatever biologiral interpretation might be put upon them they 
certainly were not a preliminary stage in the process of conjugation. 
In fact after studying carefully all the stages in this formation of 
the zygospore of either species of Mougeotia mentioned, of which I 
had an abundance of splendid material in every stage of conjugation, 
I was sure that the "knee joints" were not conjugating stages. 
After consulting, Dr. G. S. West I was informed that the " knee- 
joints " as a problem was not thoroughly understood and presented 
an interesting phenomenon to be investigated. 

That the process mentioned is not a stage of conjugation, which 
I think many believe, is evident from the fact that the sexual 
process of the formation of zygospore is quite different. Of course 
in Mougeotia mirabilis this is self evident because conjugation 
almost without exception takes place between adjacent cells in the 
same filament, the zygospore, being formed in the protuberance 
between the two cells. " Knee joints" are always formed by the 
distinct filaments of cells approaching one another, and forming an 
angular contact between a cell of one filament with one of another 
filament. The bend is usually only in the cells that come in con- 
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tact when cells at the ends of the respective filaments show the 
phenomenon, the union is effected usually in different geometric 
planes as well. No protuberance is formed as is the case in the 
process of conjugation, and as far as I have been able to ascertain 
the contents of the cells in contact of the different filaments never 
fuse, or form any opening whereby the contents could pass through 
from one cell to another. The contact of the cells seems all that 
results, and the walls of the cells at the angular point of union 
are not perforated, but simply become fastened or glued together 
over an area which does lnot exceed the diameter of the cells. 

In conjugation of Mougeotia scalaris between different filaments, 
protuberances are formed that gradually approximate, and finally 
on contact open, and the two gametes combine with the formation 
of the zygospore half way between the filameluts. There is no stage 
in the process of conjugation of this plant that in any way resembles 
in the least the formation of "knee joints." Zygospore and 'knee- 
joints'" I have never seen in the same material so that it may be 
concluded in a way that they do not occur at the same time, and 
are therefore entirely distinct life phases that have an entirely distinct 
bearing on the life functions of the plant. As I have never seen 
typically conjugating material with " knee joints " so I have never 
seen the " knee, joints " in any except in typically vegetative stages, 
and not even when there was a single zygospore present. I have 
made a great many examinations of vegetative and conjugating 
Mougeolia and the conclusions seem fairly conclusive to me. 

The question has often come up to me in the past few 
years: "What is the biological meaning of the "knee joints?" 
I have often sought for a favorable occasion to study the 
problem, and at last a chance presented itself when I found 
an abundance of Mougeotia in one of the jars in the labora- 
tory. The material was as healthy, and typical as I have ever 
seen in the field, and was exclusively in the vegetation condition. 
At first very few plants were present, and in a few days microscop- 
ical examination revealed the presence of the "knee joints." A 
considerable time was spent in studying the nature of the union. 
It was noticed that in a number of cases of the phenomenon, 
and apparent degeneration, or darkening in color, of the platelike 
chromatophore of one or both of the cells was noticed at which the 
filaments combined. I had about decided after a number of con- 
tinued investigations to give up the problem, when by accident a 
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very slight contact of the coverglass with my finger, revealed the 
fact that the filaments where " knee joints" were present became 
completely disintegrated to such an extent that all or -nearly all of 
the cells in such filaments separated from one another and became 
free floating ones that presumably would be able each to develop by 
repeated division into new filaments. Normally the cells in a 
filament of Mougeofia hold firmly together so that it more readily 
breaks across the middle of a cell that at the place when two cells 
are attached. The process of jaming or disturbing such material 
was subsequently advertently tried and the same disintegation of 
filaments resulted, in material with " knee joints" present. More- 
over it was observed that some days after the appearance of the 
bendings the amount of AMougeolia increased enormously, and espe- 
cially the number of filaments was greatly multiplied, thus letnding 
favor to the supposition that the disintegration of the cells following 
the phenomenon of " knee joints " was a device for increasing the 
number of piants, each free floating cell of subsequent division 
becoming' a new individual. Looked at in this way the bendings 
might be interpreted as a phenomenon preliminary to the process of 
vegetative multiplication of the individuals, and may be considered 
as the first step in a process of multiplication of the plants. 

Though no protoplasmic contents can apparently pass from one 
filament to the other at the point where the union of the bends, still 
it is not impossible that certain more or less soluble substances be 
exchange at this point by osmotic pressure between the two 
filaments. Such substances might affect by mutual exchange the 
condition of the protoplasm of either individual plant one of the 
results being the tendency of the cells to disintegrate. These 
conclusions or theories may be unwarranted by the premises, but 
certain it is that the " knee joints" are not stages of conjtugation 
as I have found to be a prevalent belief, and likely it is that they 
serve some important function in the plant whatever this be, and 
though they may have been frequently observed either their pu-rpose 
has been misinterpreted or overlooked. Though the explanation 
here- offered is probably both unsatisfactory and, owing to more 
detailed and continued investigation unwarranted, we offer it only 
as a suggestion or an explanation, and feel that we may insist that 
"knee joints" have no bearing on the conjugation process whatever, 
as none of the stages of the latter in any way resemble the phe- 
nomenon in question. 
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